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Training background

AUDIENCE

CONTEXT

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Part of a series of capacity building modalities deployed by 
UNEP-WCMC, UNEP CFU and partners (E.g. deforestation 
risks for banks training)

Impact funds and facilities, as well as mainstream 
investors interested in getting involved in impact funds and 
facilities focused on land-use systems

Provide required knowledge and tools to develop impact 
strategies and risk management approach for sustainable 
land-use investments

Supported by:



UNEP Climate Finance Unit
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Training across 3 modules

Introduction to risk and impact 
management

Responding to key 
environmental and social risks

Demonstrating positive impacts and 
leveraging monitoring capabilities

Learners should be able to understand why sustainable land use 
investments are needed, what issues should be considered, and 
how to generate impact

Learners should be able to understand the business case for 
risk management and how to develop a risk management and 
monitoring framework in screening and post-investment phases

Learners should be able to understand positive impacts that can 
be generated in this space and which tools and capacities can 
help with identifying, assessing and monitoring them



POLL | Who do we have joining us today? Tell us what 
sort of organisation you work for.
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Introduction to risk and impact 
management

Module 1

1. Introduction to the sustainable land use space and the 
role of private financing 

2. Setting up impact objectives of the fund / facility

3.The building blocks of an E&S risk and impact framework

4. Examples of impact funds in the land use space
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Land use systems link to environmental and social issues…

Contribute to triple planetary crisis of climate change, 
biodiversity loss, and pollution 

1/3 of all GHG emissions come from food systems, 
mostly due to agricultural production (39%) and land 
use changes (32%)

Deforestation is driven mostly by agricultural 
expansion (75-95%) and happening primarily in the 
tropics (90%)

Nitrogen and phosphorus run-off from unsustainable 
land intensification; more than 400 ocean “dead zones” 
and repercussions for human health

Reference: United Nations Environment Programme (2023). Driving Finance for Sustainable Food 
Systems. A Roadmap to Implementation for Financial Institutions and Policy Makers. Geneva.

https://www.unepfi.org/publications/driving-finance-for-sustainable-food-systems/
https://www.unepfi.org/publications/driving-finance-for-sustainable-food-systems/


…but can also drive positive environmental and social change

Investing in the transition to sustainable land use contributes to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals 
and aligns with the three Rio Conventions



Scale up of private finance is needed

• Private investments in nature 
constitute a fraction of total 
nature investments (17%). 

• Impact investing – a subset of 
private finance – is carried out 
by a diverse range of investor 
types. Its scale up would 
contribute to increasing private 
funding into nature protection, 
restoration and sustainable 
management

Source: UNEP 2022

https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/41333/state_finance_nature.pdf?sequence=3


POLL | What do you think are the main drivers to 
facilitate more private financial flows into sustainable 
land use finance?



ASSESS

COMMIT

DISCLOSE

✓ Net zero

✓ Nature 
positive

NZ-AOA

NZBA

NZIA

The array of voluntary frameworks
Push for common definitions



Regulatory changes increase pressure on financial institutions
Push for common requirements

EU Regulation on Deforestation-free Products

 Adopted by the EU parliament in September 2022, 

requires due diligence procedures for operators that 

import or export commodities and traders at any 

level of supply chains associated with all types of 

deforestation and forest degradation-related activities

 FIs could be included in the future 

EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation 

 Adopted in March 2021 and requires financial market 

participants to disclose the sustainability of their 

funds, including their involvement in deforestation-

related activities

 Complying with SFDR is vital to protect reputation 

and attract investors who want to allocate their 

money sustainably

UK Deforestation due diligence 

obligation

 Proposed in Dec 2021, requires 

businesses to conduct due 

diligence on their supply chains 

to prevent the use and 

importation of illegal 

deforestation-related 

commodities

 Banks are exempt

Proposed SEC Climate-Related 

Disclosures

 If implemented, would require 

all public companies to disclose 

Scope 3 emissions in their 

global supply chains starting in 

reporting year 2023 Chinese Green Bond Endorsed Project 

Catalogue

 Classifies green activities according to six key 

areas of activity

 Converges with international standards 

European Sustainability Reporting Standards

 Sitting under CSRD, these are the first set of 

mandatory disclosures for all relevant sectors 

causing deforestation and forest degradation either 

directly or through their supply chain

• Double materiality

• Net zero

• SBT-I aligned

EU Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive

Proposed Adopted

International Sustainable Standard Board

• Shared Value

• Net zero

• SBT-I

• Start reporting in 2024

As of July 2023, several countries including Australia, 

Brazil, Canada, Japan and South Korea have signaled 

support for ISSB

Article 29, French Law Energy and Climate

• Biodiversity and climate risks

• All FIs

State Bank of India’s ESG Bond 

Framework

South Africa’s Green Finance 

Taxonomy

EU Corporate Sustainaibility Due Diligence 

Directive

Source: Adapted from Tropical Forest Alliance /IFACC, Map from Commons Wikimedia

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Simplified_blank_world_map_without_Antartica_%28no_borders%29.svg


Spotlight on ensuring deforestation-free products

Source: FAIRR 2023

In the land use 
regulatory space, there 
is adopted and 
proposed legislation 
aiming at ensuring that 
imported commodities 
and products do not 
contribute to 
deforestation. This 
trend is emerging in 
consumer regions such 
as US, UK and EU.

UK was enacted in Nov 2021 and EU in April 
2023. FOREST Act is uncertain. 

https://www.fairr.org/news-events/insights/eu-regulation-on-deforestation-free-products


Overview of nature-related risks

Source: TNFD 2023

Physical risk

E.g. damage from catastrophic crop 
loss caused by loss of pollination 

services; reduced suitability of land 
for crop cultivation

Transition risk

E.g. changes in legal operational 
context due to legislation, changing 

in consumer preferences, new 
technologies, changes in perception 

concerning impacts 

Systemic risk

E.g. tipping points are reached, 
aggregation of physical and 

transition risk, financial system 
disruption  

https://tnfd.global/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/220321-TNFD-framework-beta-v0.1-FINAL.pdf


Overview of social considerations

Source: TNFD 2023 and WEF 2017

Investors should understand and integrate social considerations and stakeholder engagement practices into their 
investment strategies (e.g. respecting the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities). This is especially
the case for land use sectors.

https://tnfd.global/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/220321-TNFD-framework-beta-v0.1-FINAL.pdf
https://sptf.info/images/SIWG-WEF-AG3-Engaging-all-affected-stakeholders-December-2017.pdf


Changing the narrative:
An introduction to sustainable finance and land use

Sustainability in land use investments can be framed as greening 
finance or financing green

• Greening finance means better incorporating ESG risks and 
opportunities into financial decision-making

• Financing green means increasing flow of funds to activities 
with a positive impact on the environment and society

Investments in land use come with a set of specific risks and 
challenges, i.e. political risk, exposure to natural disasters, 
competing interests for land

Landscape approaches and blended finance as potential solutions 
to achieve impact at scale Source: WWF 2023

https://wwfint.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/wwf_financing_green_brochure_july_2023_lr.pdf


Changing the narrative:
Impact drivers used for financing green

Source: TNFD 2023

TNFD adapted the IPBES drivers of nature change to reflect drivers of positive (and negative) impact on nature. 
When looking to ground their ‘financing green’ strategy, investors can look to address IPBES drivers through 
positive impact interventions

https://tnfd.global/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Recommendations_of_the_Taskforce_on_Nature-related_Financial_Disclosures_September_2023.pdf


Framing sustainable land use finance

Source: WBCSD 2023

Based on the mitigation hierarchy, WBCSD outlines a series of nature climate solutions to use as reference in the 
sustainable land use investing space

https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Climate-and-Energy/Climate/Natural-Climate-Solutions/The-Natural-Climate-Solutions-Alliance/Resources/A-Buyer-s-Guide-to-Natural-Climate-Solutions-Carbon-Credits


Examples of sustainable investments in agriculture

In the agriculture sector, actions include:

Reference: UNEP-WCMC (2022). ‘Nature-Related Opportunities in the 
Agricultural Sector; Lessons learned and way forward.’ Cambridge, United 
Kingdom.

Examples
Protect and conserve

• Prevent deforestation and land conversion
• Practices that protect soils (e.g. cover crop coverage, crop 

rotation, crop diversity, minimum/no tillage…) and reduce 
freshwater use

• Protection of pollinators 

Sustainably manage

Restore

• Soil preservation through agroforestry and integrated crop-
livestock farming systems

• Increase in uptake of sustainably produced and certified 
agricultural products through market access, premiums, and 
credits

• Rehabilitation of degraded land back to productive land

https://resources.unep-wcmc.org/products/WCMC_RT491
https://resources.unep-wcmc.org/products/WCMC_RT491
https://resources.unep-wcmc.org/products/WCMC_RT491


• Regenerate and restore forests, reintroduce native and 
endangered tree species on degraded land, create wildlife 
corridors, and enhance soil carbon stocks

Examples of sustainable investments in forestry

Reference: WBCSD (2022). Forest Sector Nature-Positive Roadmap, 
Phase I: A shared definition of nature-positive. Geneva, Switzerland.

Examples
In the forestry sector, actions include:

Protect and conserve

• Prevent deforestation and land conversion of significant 
biodiversity and carbon value (e.g. through establishment of 
Protected Areas, buffer zones…)

Sustainably manage

Restore

• Improve forest management, reduce water consumption and 
waste discharge and minimise resource use

• Valuing supply chain waste in circular economy
• Increase in uptake of sustainably produced and certified 

products through market access, premiums and credits

https://www.wbcsd.org/download/file/15278
https://www.wbcsd.org/download/file/15278


Examples of sustainable investments in ecosystem restoration

Reference: FAO, IUCN CEM & SER (2021). Principles for ecosystem restoration to guide the
United Nations Decade 2021–2030. Rome, Italy.

Ecosystem restoration encompasses actions that:

• Reduce negative environmental and societal impacts, such 
as pollution and unsustainable resource use and 
management

• Remove contaminants, pollutants and other threats (often 
known as remediation)

• Rehabilitate ecosystem functions and services in highly 
modified areas such as former mining sites and degraded 
production systems

• Aim at ecological restoration, removing degradation and 
assisting in recovering an ecosystem to the trajectory it 
would be on if degradation had not occurred, accounting for 
environmental change

Examples
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Asset classes used for impact investing
Debt

Some funds offer loans to 
investees, often at preferential rate 
of interest to incentivize behaviour 

change » lower risk/return profile

Equity

Other funds buy equity in their 
investee companies / projects to 

have better influence over 
investment outcomes » higher 

risk/return profile

Guarantees

Guarantee funds encourage 
commercial banks and other 

financial institutions to mobilize 
financing by de-risking transactions

Depending on its strategic objectives, impact investing in private markets can 
be applied across all asset classes (debt, equity, or a combination of both…)

Source: WWF 2020

https://wwfint.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/bankable_nature_solutions_2__1.pdf


Many impact funds use a blended finance approach

Source: UNEP 2023

Blended finance is the strategic use of public and philanthropic funding to mobilize and de-risk private 
capital flows into impactful investments

https://www.unepfi.org/publications/driving-finance-for-sustainable-food-systems/


Other de-risking mechanisms used by impact funds

Source: European Investment Bank 2020

https://www.eib.org/attachments/pj/ncff-invest-nature-report-en.pdf


Steps of setting up impact fund objectives

What impact do 
you want to 
generate?

Where do you 
want to focus 
your investment?

Who will you be 
working with to 
deliver impact?

Once financial actors have considered the various asset classes and de-risking mechanisms that can be used in 
impact investing, there are three steps they have to keep in mind when setting up objectives for their impact fund 
or facility

1.1 1.2 1.3



1.1 - Start by identifying which impact/s you want to generate

Livelihoods
E.g. Gender equality, income and jobs

Sustainable Production
E.g. reduced pesticide use, soil health

Biodiversity
E.g. habitats protected, restored

Climate Action
E.g. mitigation and adaptation

Source: WBCSD 2023

Forests
E.g. Protected, restored, sust. managed

https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Climate-and-Energy/Climate/Natural-Climate-Solutions/The-Natural-Climate-Solutions-Alliance/Natural-Climate-Solutions-in-Action


1.2 - Decide where you want to focus your investments 

Map of priority areas for restoration, focused on biodiversity, climate change mitigation, and minimising 
costs. Source: Nature 2020

Defining a clear geographical 
scope should be linked to the 

selected impact focus

It allows to better identify, 
assess and respond to risks 

It is likely to be guided by 
existing initiatives, expertise, 

and relationships

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2784-9


1.2 - Decide where you want to focus your investments 

Map of countries by Gross National Income (GNI) per capita in US dollars. 
Source: adapted from World Bank 2023; baselayer: United Nations Geospatial.
The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.

Defining a clear geographical 
scope should be linked to the 

selected impact focus

It allows to better identify, 
assess and respond to risks 

It is likely to be guided by 
existing initiatives, expertise, 

and relationships

https://datatopics.worldbank.org/world-development-indicators/the-world-by-income-and-region.html


1.2 - Decide where you want to focus your investments 

Following a landscape 
approach when developing a 
fund focus can help achieve 

scale due to:

• Identification of threats and 
drivers at the landscape 

level

• Integration of action across 
stakeholders, value chain 

levels and governance

• Access to different streams 
of financing and partners to 

de-risk E&S
Source: WWF 2016

https://wwfint.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/final_wwf_landscape_elements_09_11_i_1.pdf


1.3 - Identify key strategic partnerships for impact

Source: DFCD 2019

Securing a key investor might provide a ‘watershed 
moment’ in a fund’s development and crowd in more 
investments 

Similarly, the same dynamic can be seen when securing 
investees 

Trust is fundamental between all stakeholders in the 
fund:
• Investors need to build a common understanding of 

aims / shared theory of change
• Local partners and project developers can help build 

trust between investors and investees

file:///C:/Users/giacomoa/Downloads/200401_DFCD_Bid_Book_Public_Final.pdf


Open to audience | Would anyone like to give an example 
of a fund they are involved in, or a partnership to 
facilitate investment?



5-min break

https://www.unep.org/explore-topics/forests/what-we-do/unlocking-private-finance-sustainable-land-use
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Building blocks of an E&S risk and impact framework

Risk Identification

• Understand 
scope of the 
fund

• Determine key 
risks

Risk Management 
and Mitigation 

• Exclusion lists 
and eligibility 
criteria

• Risk screening
• Due diligence

Risk and Impact 
Monitoring

• Target setting
• Monitoring 

technologies
• Impact 

indicators
• Performance-

based 
engagement

Risk and Impact 
Reporting

• Disclosing on 
progress

• Annual reports
• Continuous 

improvement

After defining impact objectives, funds should focus on setting up a risk and impact management framework:

Risk and Impact Management Framework
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After defining impact objectives, funds should focus on setting up risk and impact management framework:

Risk and Impact Management Framework

Covered in module 3 on impacts



Introduction to risk and impact 
management

Module 1
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role of private financing 

2. Setting up impact objectives of the fund / facility

3.The building blocks of a risk management framework 
and impact strategies

4. Examples of impact funds in the land use space



Definitions of impact fund structures

A fund is a pool of capital from many 
sources; can be layered to distribute risks 
and returns differently to commercial and 

concessional investors 

A facility is an earmarked allocation of 
public/philanthropic funding; can invest in 
projects to attract commercial investment 

to those same projects 

Source: GIIN 2018 Source: earth.security 2021

https://thegiin.org/designing-an-impact-investing-fund/
https://www.earthsecurity.org/reports/the-blended-finance-playbook-for-nature-based-solutions


Some blueprints for impact structures

Source: WWF 2020

https://wwfint.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/bankable_nature_solutions_2__1.pdf


Case study #1 – AGRI 3

Reference: UN Environment Programme and UN Environment Programme World Conservation Monitoring Centre, 
(2023). Environmental and social impact framework development. Case study: Agri3 (2023)

Developed by UNEP and Rabobank in 
2017

Impact focus areas include forest 
protection/restoration, sustainable ag., 
improved rural and women’s livelihoods

Global reach, preference for low- or 
middle-income countries in forest risk 
areas. Current projects in Brazil and 

China, among others

Provides guarantees, loans and technical 
assistance to de-risk financing from FIs

A first version of its E&S framework was 
key in securing funding from Dutch 

government Source: IDH 2023

https://kpi-directory.production.wordpress-linode.linode.unep-wcmc.org/content/uploads/2023/05/AGRI3-Case-Study-May-2023-FINAL.pdf
https://kpi-directory.production.wordpress-linode.linode.unep-wcmc.org/content/uploads/2023/05/AGRI3-Case-Study-May-2023-FINAL.pdf
https://www.idhsustainabletrade.com/landscapes/agri3-fund/


Case study #2 – RCF

Reference: UN Environment Programme and UN Environment Programme World Conservation Monitoring Centre, 
(2023). Environmental and social impact framework development. Case study: Responsible Commodities Facility

Conceptualised by non-profit BVRio and 
now run by spin-off Sustainable 

Investment Management Ltd (SIM)

Impact focus area is the protection of 
native vegetation through production of 

DCF soy

Operates in the Brazilian Cerrado

Provides annual crop loans to farmers, 
with repayment happening after soy sale 

and possibility of revolving loans

RCF’s E&S impact framework aims to 
ensure that loans are deployed in line with 

impact focus and gain traction with 
farmers

Source: RCF 2023

https://kpi-directory.production.wordpress-linode.linode.unep-wcmc.org/content/uploads/2023/05/RCF-Case-Study-May-2023-FINAL.pdf
https://kpi-directory.production.wordpress-linode.linode.unep-wcmc.org/content/uploads/2023/05/RCF-Case-Study-May-2023-FINAL.pdf
https://sim.finance/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/RCF-ANNUAL-REPORT-May-2023.pdf


Case study #3 – eco.business fund 

Source: eco.business 2023

Eco.business fund aims to promote business and consumption practices contributing to biodiversity conservation, the 
sustainable use of natural resources and climate change mitigation and adaptation, in Latin America, the Caribbean and 
sub-Saharan Africa. It does so by providing technical assistance, as well as direct and indirect loans to target 
businesses and local financial institutions.

https://www.ecobusiness.fund/en/


Case study #4 – Landscape Resilience Fund 

The Landscape Resilience Fund is 
an impact-driven, independent 
foundation that mobilises private 
and public climate finance for 
vulnerable smallholders and 
landscapes. Its mission is to enable 
the most vulnerable people in rural 
landscapes to effectively adapt to 
climate change

It provides technical assistance, 
loans and grants to early stage 
small and medium enterprises to 
help them scale and get to an 
investable point.

Source: LFR 2023

https://landscaperesiliencefund.org/how-it-works/


Case study #5 – Colibri Catalyst 

Source: Colibri Catalyst 2023

Colibri deploys seed, anchor, patient and first-loss capital to vehicles investing in natural climate solutions. Priorities 
will be given to investments in emerging markets that contribute to climate mitigation and adaptation in the food, timber 
and fibre and conservation and restoration sectors

https://colibri.finance/


Q&A

https://www.unep.org/explore-topics/forests/what-we-do/unlocking-private-finance-sustainable-land-use


Summary and key messages

• Investing in sustainable land use helps address the 
triple planetary crisis, achieve the SDGs, and align with 
Rio Conventions and upcoming regulations

• Defining financial structure, impact focus, geographical 
scope, and key partnerships is necessary when setting 
up a sustainable land use fund

• A risk management framework encompasses 
identification, as well as management and mitigation 
through risk screening. Due diligence and reporting for 
both risks and impacts should be performed

• Existing funds/facilities operating in the land use 
finance space can be used as reference in the 
designing stage



Next module: Responding to key environmental and social risks

Environmental and social risks can be identified and assessed through various steps. In this module, we introduced 
some of the basic concepts related to risk identification and management in land use investments. Module 2 will deep-
dive into them. 

Module 2 will cover: 
• How environmental and social risks fit within the traditional risk management framework
• Which environmental and social risks are material for investments in sustainable land use
• How to develop a risk management framework to manage and mitigate risks in potential investments 

Module 3 will cover: 
• Which specific positive impacts can be generated by investments in sustainable land use
• Key tools that can help identification, assessment and monitoring of land use impacts
• Considerations on internal capacities and resources that are needed to maximise outcomes



Thank you!

Next Session: Module 2

When: November 22nd, 2023
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